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Depression is common in Huntington’s disease,
but standard rating scales have doubtful validity
in this population. Using data from the European
Huntington’s Disease REGISTRY study, the
authors examined the discriminant value of items
on the Beck Depression Inventory (N�843) and
the Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression
(N�768). Good discriminators of depression,
apart from “depressed mood,” were “guilt,” “loss
of interest,” and “suicidality.” Items that dis-
criminated poorly were “weight loss,” “sleep dis-
turbance,” “loss of appetite,” “psychomotor retar-
dation,” “agitation,” and “irritability.” These
findings highlight the limited usefulness of these
scales within the area of Huntington’s disease.

(The Journal of Neuropsychiatry and Clinical
Neurosciences 2011; 23:399–402)

Huntington’s disease (HD) is a progressive neuro-
degenerative disorder that affects around 1 in

10,000 people. Depression in HD is very common,
with prevalences varying from 33% to 69%, depend-
ing on measurement tools used and the disease-stage
studied.1 Recent data have suggested that there may
be a peak in depressive symptoms before the motor
onset of HD.2

Accurate measurement of depression is necessary for
screening, diagnosis, and measuring the effect of treat-
ment. However, standard rating scales for depression in
HD are problematic. At face value, they appear to con-
tain a number of items relating to aspects of HD that are
altered in the absence of depression, such as weight loss
and sleep disturbance.

A recently published study3 showed that the Beck
Depression Inventory–II (BDI–II)4 performed relatively
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poorly in distinguishing depressed from nondepressed
people with HD, using the Schedules for Clinical As-
sessment in Neuropsychiatry (SCAN).5 Scales that con-
tained fewer “somatic” items, such as the Hospital Anx-
iety and Depression Scale (HADS)6 and a visual scale,
the Depression Intensity Scale Circles (DISCS),7 were
better able to identify depressed individuals with HD.

The European Huntington’s Disease Network
(EHDN) REGISTRY Study is a Europe-wide collabora-
tion that performs yearly standardized assessments on
about 5.000 people with HD in many European coun-
tries. Participating centers gather data on motor, cogni-
tive, and psychiatric symptoms as well as biomarkers.
In addition to a standard behavioral rating scale, the
Unified Huntington’s Disease Rating Scale (UHDRS)
Behavioral section,8 a number of centers also administer
standard depression rating scales, such as the BDI9 and
the Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression (Ham-D).10

This study aimed to find out how specific items from
these two scales performed in the discrimination of
depressed from nondepressed people with HD.

METHOD
The Outcome Scores of the Ham-D, BDI, and UHDRS
Behavioral Section were Collected from the REGISTRY
Database.

All participants were divided into two groups (those
experiencing depressed mood or no/minimal de-
pressed mood) according to the item “depressed mood”
of the UHDRS Behavioral section. This item measures
the frequency (score range: 0–4) and severity (score
range: 0–4) of depressed mood that the person has been
experiencing over the last month. Lower numbers rep-
resent less frequent and less severe depressed mood.
Participants were classified as depressed if they scored
6 or more; this item score being calculated by multiply-
ing the frequency and severity scores. The cutoff score
of 6-or-more represents depressed mood being experi-
enced at either a minimum of at least once per week of
a moderate severity that causes distress or a minimum
of several times a week at a mild severity. Data were
analyzed using a discriminant analysis method (corre-
lation between items and the discriminant function)
with SPSS Version 16.0 for Windows.

The discriminant model looks at how to identify HD
patients experiencing depressed mood versus those
with no or minimal depressed mood, using all items on
the Ham-D and BDI as predictors. Correlation coeffi-

cients were produced for all items of the rating scales,
and the higher the coefficient, the more that item con-
tributed to discriminating HD patients endorsing de-
pressed mood from those with no/minimal depressed
mood patients as defined above. Wilks’ lambda (�) was
used to test the significance of the discriminant model.

RESULTS
In all, we analyzed 834 BDI scales and 768 Ham-D
scales.

Beck Depression Inventory
Of all patients with a BDI score, 180 patients (21.6%)
were classified as endorsing depressed mood according
to the criterion of a score of �6 on the “depressed
mood” item of the UHDRS Behavioral section. The av-
erage score on the BDI was 19.18 (standard deviation
[SD]: 10.77) for those experiencing depressed mood and
7.56 (SD: 7.57) for HD patients without depressed
mood. Wilks’ � was highly significant, at 0.684;
�2�312.10; df: 21; p�0.0001. We calculated the correla-
tions between the items and the discriminant function.
The results of the discriminant analysis of the BDI are
presented in Table 1.

Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression (Ham-D)
Of all patients with a Ham-D score, 175 patients (22.8%)
were classified as endorsing depressed mood according

TABLE 1. Discriminant Analysis of Items From the Beck
Depression Inventory (BDI)

Item from BDI (N�834) Correlation Coefficient

Feel sad 0.834
Discouraged about future 0.653
Satisfaction from life 0.640
Disappointed in self 0.589
Feel like a failure 0.540
Loss of interest 0.531
Feel guilty 0.523
Hard to make decisions 0.517
Worried about health 0.506
Feel like killing themselves 0.489
Feel they are to blame 0.481
Feel more tired 0.464
Feel they are being punished 0.461
Have to push oneself to do things 0.428
Worried about looking unattractive 0.420
Early morning awakening 0.401
More tearful 0.395
More irritable 0.321
Loss of appetite 0.319
Loss of libido 0.240
Loss of weight 0.194
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to the criterion of a score of �6 on the “depressed
mood” item of the UHDRS Behavioral section.

The items “severity of diurnal variation” and “loss of
insight” on the Ham-D were excluded because these
were unrecorded on a majority of forms.

The average score on the Ham-D was 14.45 (SD:
6.57) for HD patients experiencing depressed mood
and 6.66 (SD: 5.75) for those without depressed
mood. Again, Wilks’ � was highly significant, at
0.623; �2�358.29; df: 20; p�0.0001. We calculated the
correlations between the items and the discriminant
function; the results from the discriminant analysis of
the Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression are shown
in Table 2.

DISCUSSION

Choosing a “Gold Standard” for the Analysis
The concept of “depression” within the setting of a
neurological disorder such as HD is problematic for
two main reasons. The first reason is that symptoms of
HD overlap with those of major depressive disorder.
For instance, weight loss is a common symptom of HD
regardless of mood status. The second reason is that a
depressive syndrome in patients with HD may be dif-
ferent from “major depressive disorder” because the
cause is different (for instance, the depressive syn-
drome in HD may be related to specific pathological
changes in the striatum).

So far, there is no clear gold standard for discrimi-
nating HD patients with depressive symptoms from
those with no such symptoms. We chose a simple def-
inition for a gold standard, using the item “depressed
mood” from the UHDRS Behavioral section. This
equated to a score of at least 6 points on the “depressed
mood” item. When analyzing the results, however, it is
not surprising that the corresponding items on the BDI
and Ham-D (“depressed mood” and “feeling sad”)
highly correlate with the gold standard, as they are
effectively measuring the same factor.

Which Items Performed Best on the Whole?
In general, items from the BDI were more likely than
those from the Ham-D to discriminate HD patients with
depressed mood from those without or with minimal
depressed mood. With the exception of the items actu-
ally measuring depressed mood, the 14 next-best dis-
criminators all came from the BDI. A number of these
items measured thoughts or attitudes around mood,
such as “discouraged about the future” (correlation co-
efficient � 0.653), “satisfaction in life”(0.640), “disap-
pointed in self” (0.589) “feel like a failure”(0.540) “feel
to blame” (0.481) and “feel being punished” (0.461).

Anxiety (which is measured by the Ham-D, but not
the BDI) was not a particularly good discriminator
(0.416) between individuals with and without de-
pressed mood.

Which Items Did Not Discriminate Depressed Mood in
HD?
“Irritability” or “agitation” did not discriminate be-
tween HD patients with and without depressed mood
(0.321 on the BDI and 0.065 on the Ham-D). Also,
weight loss had poor discriminatory power (0.194 for
BDI and 0.128 for Ham-D). In general, items measuring
sleep disturbance were poor discriminators. The best
sleep item on the BDI was the measure of early awak-
ening (0.401). Of the three sleep items on the Ham-D,
the early (initial) insomnia item (0.306) was the best
discriminator. Poorly discriminating items, which ap-
peared in only one of the two scales, included “loss of
sexual interest” (0.240), “paranoid symptoms” (0.113),
“depersonalization and derealization” (0.031), and “ob-
sessive-compulsive symptoms” (0.184). Three items
were relatively uncommon in the HD population stud-
ied: paranoid symptoms (0.099), depersonalization and
derealization (0.092), and obsessive and compulsive
symptoms (0.200).

TABLE 2. Discriminant Analysis of Items From the Hamilton
Rating Scale for Depression (Ham-D)

ITEM FROM Ham-D (N�786) Correlation Coefficient

Depressed mood 0.917
General anxiety 0.416
Feeling of suicide 0.409
Feelings of guilt 0.380
Interest in work/activity 0.335
Somatic anxiety 0.322
General somatic symptoms 0.311
Early insomnia 0.306
Gastro-somatic symptoms (appetite) 0.297
Middle insomnia 0.293
Late insomnia 0.270
Hypochondriasis 0.244
Time of diurnal variation 0.242
Psychomotor retardation 0.211
Genital symptoms 0.196
Obsessional and compulsive symptoms 0.184
Loss of weight 0.128
Paranoid symptoms 0.113
Agitation 0.103
Depersonalization and derealization 0.031
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CONCLUSION

This study found that, apart from depressed mood, the
best discriminators between HD patients endorsing de-
pressed mood and those with no or minimal depressed
mood (as we had defined them) were related to loss of
interest, guilt, and suicidality. Vegetative symptoms re-
lated to sleep and appetite were poor discriminators, as
were items in relation to externalizing behaviors such as
agitation and irritability. The study has the advantage
of using a large sample of people with HD. In essence,
it looks at those items from the BDI and Ham-D that go
together with significant depressed mood. Those symp-
toms that discriminate well are mainly concerned with
depressive cognitions and anxiety. The study further
reinforces the ideas, as stated by others,11–13 that de-
pressed mood and anxiety constitute a relatively dis-
crete syndrome in HD and that irritability is a relatively
separate entity and has no value in the differential di-

agnosis of depression. It is known that people with HD
are prone to weight loss14 and to have disturbed sleep,15

independently of depression, so it is not surprising that
weight loss and sleep items are poor discriminators.
The use of “depressed mood” on the UHDRS as a gold
standard allows for a much larger sample to be re-
cruited and makes only limited assumptions about the
nature of depression in HD.

Further study in this area should elucidate the syn-
drome of depression in the setting of HD, including the
temporal course of depressive symptoms and the role
of somatization, with the aim of producing a measur-
able and valid concept of depression in Huntington’s
disease.
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